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personal medical devices, and mobile patient monitoring. This article presents the findings of a study in which we examined the research question, "What are the challenges of developing and implementing interoperability between electronic patient records, personal

medical devices, and mobile patient monitoring?" Electronic patient records, personal medical devices, and mobile patient monitoring are used in different healthcare environments, and we are in a situation in which most medical information is stored in electronic patient
records, personal medical devices, and mobile patient monitoring. This situation will probably be more pronounced in the future, as healthcare moves from hospital-based care to primary and community-based care. The article is divided into two parts. In the first part, we

describe the problem of information exchange and connectivity between different devices. The second part is a description of the practical aspects of interoperability with regard to medical devices and the related information technologies.Q: array.filter() returning
undefined When i try to execute this code: this.state = { searchResults: [] } this.filter = (term) => { return this.state.searchResults.filter((dis) => { return dis.Title.toLowerCase().includes(term.toLowerCase()); }) } I get the error: TypeError: Cannot read property

'toLowerCase' of undefined Does anyone know what I am doing wrong? A: The issue is because the ternary operator returns a boolean value (true or false). From MDN ( Conditional expressions must be evaluated as boolean values. They return either a value of true or
false. So, you need to convert the dis to a boolean value before using it in your filter: this.filter = (term) => { return this.state.searchResults.filter((dis) => { c6a93da74d
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